The Outdoor Recreation Center offers guided trips and clinics that include snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, downhill skiing, hiking, mountain biking, rock climbing, stand up paddleboarding, and more!
WELCOME BACK HOT SPRINGS TRIP
Jan 14 - Thurs 6pm - 9pm @ 1000 Springs Resort
Welcome back to CSI for the spring semester! The ORC wants to kick off the start of the cold spring semester by warming up in the hot springs. Join us at 1000 Spring Resort at 6pm to relax, warm up, and enjoy some sweet treats and hot cocoa. Bring a swim suit, towel, warm clothes for after, and water. Trip cost covers admittance to the hot springs, drinks, and treats.
Cost: Student - $8, CSI Staff/Faculty - $12, Community - $15

AVANLACNE AWARENESS CLINIC
Jan 19 - Tues 6pm - 7:30pm @ ORC
Join us at the Outdoor Recreation Center for an 1.5hour presentation about basic snow concepts, avalanches, and traveling safely in or near avalanche terrain.
Cost: FREE

FULL MOON CROSS-COUNTRY SKI
Jan 28 - Thurs 6pm - 9pm @ Magic Mountain Resort
Come and watch the moon rise over the South Hills with the ORC! Meet at the Magic Mountain Ski Area parking lot at 6pm. There are options of two loops depending on experience level. Bring warm, insulated clothes and extra layers for after! Trip cost covers cross-country ski rentals, headlamps, instruction, and hot cocoa!
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $10, Community - $16 ($10 - BYOG)

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL THE ORC AT (208)732-6697 OR EMAIL ORC@CSI.EDU
Have you wondered what it takes to survive outside for a night in the winter? You are in luck, the ORC is hosting a winter survival clinic! Learn how to be prepared for winter trips, what you should bring, what to do if you find yourself in a survival situation, and more tips and tricks!

Cost: FREE

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI AND SNOWSHOE AT CRATERS OF THE MOON
Feb 6 - Sat 8am - 5pm
We are going to ski on the moon! Join us! Spend the day learning about one of Idaho’s unique features by snowshoe or cross-country ski! After meeting at Craters of the Moon, we will have the option of skiing along the groomed road or snowshoeing along the snowshoe trail.

Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $20, Community - $30

KAYAK ROLL CLINIC
Feb 18 - Thurs 6pm - 8pm
Dust the cobwebs off of your kayak and join the ORC for a night of kayak rolls. If you don’t have your own kayak but would like to either practice or learn how to roll, kayaks and instruction will be provided.

Cost: Students: Free, CSI Staff/Faculty: $2, Community: $5

VALENTINE’S DAY SNOWSHOE
Feb 14 - Sun 12pm - 3pm @ Magic Mountain Resort
Looking for a good, unique day date this Valentine’s Day? Look no further! Join the ORC for a guided 1 to 1 1/2 hour snowshoe in the South Hills, and bring your special someone! We’ll cover snowshoe techniques, ascending and descending hills, and winter travel. The ORC will provide snowshoes, poles, and a few treats to make the date special.

Student - $15/couple, CSI Staff/Faculty - $25/couple, Community - $35/couple

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL THE ORC AT (208)732-6697 OR EMAIL ORC@CSI.EDU
MARCH TRIPS & CLINICS

LEAVE NO TRACE CLINIC
Mar 3 - Wed 5pm - 6:30pm @ ORC
Join the ORC in learning how you can minimize your impact on the environment when you are playing outside.
Cost: FREE

BIKE MAINTENANCE CLINIC
Mar 30 - Wed 6pm - 7:30pm @ Bull Moose Bicycles
Join the ORC at Bull Moose Bicycles in downtown Twin Falls for a clinic on bike maintenance and how to get your bike ready for the summer.
Cost: FREE

TUBING TRIP
Mar 6 - Sat 9:30am-12:30pm @ Magic
Join the ORC for a fun day of tubing at Magic! The ORC will provide the tubes and the hot cocoa, just register, then meet us at Magic Mountain Ski Area and we will have a fun filled day!
Cost: Student - $10, CSI Staff/Faculty - $10, Community - $15

FLY FISHING CLINIC
Mar 16 - Tues 3:30pm - 6pm @ ORC
Join the ORC in learning the basics of fly fishing. You will learn how to tie a fly onto the line, cast, and release the fish.
Cost: FREE

KAYAK ROLL CLINIC
Mar 11 - Thur 6pm - 8pm
Find more information on February’s Trips and Clinics page!

TRAIL RUNNING CLINIC
Mar 16 - Wed 5pm - 6:30pm @ ORC
Have you wanted to try trail running but don't have anyone to go with or don't know exactly what you need? Join the ORC for a trail running clinic at Auger Falls where we will discuss what basic gear you need to trail run, what beginning expectations should be, things to be aware of when trail running and more!
Cost: FREE

BOX CANYON HIKE
10am - 4pm @ Box Canyon
Explore one of Southern Idaho’s hidden gems with the ORC! See deep blue, spring-fed pools, rocky canyons, and a 14ft waterfall!
Bring water, a sack lunch, sturdy hiking shoes, extra clothes, and weather protection as necessary.
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $10, Community - $15

MYSTERY SAWTOOTH ADVENTURE
8am - 6pm @ Sawtooths
Join the ORC for a Mystery Sawtooth Adventure. The spring in the Sawtooth’s is unpredictable so sign up and be surprised! We'll tell you where to meet, what to bring, and the adventure will be revealed when we arrive!
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $15, Community - $20

BRUNEAU SAND DUNES HIKE AND OBSERVATORY
12pm - 10pm @ Bruneau Dunes State Park
Join the ORC at Bruneau Dunes State Park for a sand dune hike. Bring your own picnic dinner and also enjoy some sledging down the sand dunes. Once it gets dark we'll go check out the observatory and see what start, planets, and galaxies we can see!
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $15, Community - $20

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL THE ORC AT (208)732-6697 OR EMAIL ORC@CSI.EDU

SPRING BREAK

This year the ORC is going to many different places close to home over spring break! Pick and choose which adventures you want to go on depending on which days work for you, or go on all of them!

BLACK MAGIC CANYON SCRAMBLE
10am - 4pm @ Black Magic Canyon
Explore one of Southern Idaho’s most unique geological treasures. Black Magic Canyon, a sculpted riverbed features stunning geology and one-of-a-kind sculptured rock formation. Don’t forget your camera.
This hike involves hiking on uneven surfaces and some rock scrambling. You can turn around at any time that you feel the trip becomes too strenuous.
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $15, Community - $20

AFTERNOON CLIMB AT DIERKE'S
1pm - 5pm @ Dierkes Lake Park
Join the ORC as we spend the afternoon climbing at the local crag. Practice your proper climbing techniques, rigging in safely, and see beautiful crags in Southern Idaho. Climbing experience is not necessary!
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $10, Community - $15

CALL THE ORC AT (208)732-6697 OR EMAIL ORC@CSI.EDU
**EARTH WEEK**
No cost for Earth Week activities!

**CANON RIM SUNSET RIDE**
April 5 - Mon 7pm - 8:30pm @ Canyon Rim Trail
The Canyon Rim Trail is a beautiful, paved trail that spans from Washington all the way to Shoshone Falls and Dierkes Lake. Join the ORC in a sunset bike ride along the path from campus to Shoshone Falls. Make sure to get your camera out on the ride back, the views of the bridge and the sunset should be spectacular!
Bikes and helmets will be provided.
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $10, Community - $15

**BIKE SKILLS CLINIC**
April 19 - Mon 3pm - 5pm @ Taylor Building
Join the ORC right outside the Taylor Building for a bike skills clinic! Bikes, helmets, skills elements, and instruction will be provided!

**SERVICE PROJECT: CANYON CLEAN-UP**
April 21 - Wed 2pm - 7pm @ Canyon Rim
It's Earth Day! Spend Earth Day than helping clean the Earth up! Join the ORC on the Canyon Rim to clean up the canyon rim trail, rappel into the canyon, or hike down into the canyon to clean up garbage.

**GYM TO CRAG CLINIC**
April 7 - Wed 4pm - 8pm @ Auger Falls
Love climbing in the gym but now want to take your skills to the next level by heading outside? This 4-hour clinic will introduce you to the outdoor climbing world where you will learn how to safely evaluate outdoor climbing settings, set up top rope climbs, clean fixed anchors, consider outdoor climbing ethics, and a host of other skills. All gear is provided, but if you have your own shoes, harness & helmet, we recommend bringing them! Additional hardware is welcome as well.
Cost: Student - $15, CSI Staff/Faculty - $35, Community - $40

**SUNSET PADDLE**
April 15 - Thurs 7pm - 9:30pm @ Dierkes Lake
Come and explore Dierkes Lake via standup paddleboard with the ORC! SUP all around the lake, practice your SUP yoga skills or just have a relaxing paddle while enjoying the sunset.
Cost: Student - $5, CSI Staff/Faculty - $15, Community - $20

**SERVICE PROJECT: CANYON CLEAN-UP**
April 22 - Thurs 4pm - 7pm @ Rock Creek
It's still Earth Week! Today join the ORC for a hike and clean-up along Rock Creek.

**ROCK CREEK CLEAN-UP/HIKE**
April 22 - Thurs 4pm - 7pm @ Rock Creek

**SUNSET/FULL MOON TRAIL RUN OR HIKE**
April 27 - Tues 8pm - 10pm @ Local Trail
Explore a local trail during sunset and then lit by the full moon! Weather and trail conditions will determine which local trail area we will run or hike. If you are looking for a group to go trail run or hike with, this trip is for you! Weather and trail conditions will determine where we will run.
Updates will be sent out via email to individuals that are signed up.
Cost: Students - $2, CSI Staff/Faculty - $5, Community: $10

**ZIP AND CLIMB**
April 29 - Thurs 5:30pm - 7:30pm @ Challenge Course
Check out the CSI Challenge Course with a fun introduction night! The zip-line and climbing wall will be open. Bring family and friends out to join you and have a fun night!

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
CALL THE ORC AT (208)732-6697 OR EMAIL ORC@CSI.EDU
MAY TRIPS & CLINICS

GEOLOGY PADDLE
May 12 - Wed 10am - 2pm @ Auger Falls
The CSI Outdoor Recreation Center is hosting a geology paddle trip along the Snake River. CSI Professor Shawn Willsey will explain the fascinating geologic history of the canyon’s rocks along with the effects of the Bonneville Flood. Participants will enjoy a leisurely paddle along the river. Kayaks, paddles, PFD's, and geologic information will be provided.
Cost: Student - $10, CSI Staff/Faculty - $20, Community - $30

GYM TO CRAG CLINIC
May 18 - Wed 4pm - 8pm @ Auger Falls
Love climbing in the gym but now want to take your skills to the next level by heading outside? This 4-hour clinic will introduce you to the outdoor climbing world where you will learn how to safely evaluate outdoor climbing settings, set up toprope climbs, clean fixed anchors, consider outdoor climbing ethics, and a host of other skills. All gear is provided, but if you have your own shoes, harness & helmet, we recommend bringing them! Additional hardware is welcome as well.
Cost: Student - $15, CSI Staff/Faculty - $35, Community - $40

IMPORTANT TRIP INFORMATION
We are adhering to Idaho.Gov’s Rebound Idaho restrictions and suggestions, so strict guidelines will be in place for social distancing, interactions, and handwashing/sanitation. Your health and safety is of utmost importance, and we will actively work to protect you during our program.
Please know that certain guidelines and requirements will be adhered to during our program in order to protect you and our guides. Please bear with us during this time, and know that we are excited to work with you!

At this time, all trips are limited to 8 participants. You MUST call or go to the SRC to reserve your spot on the trip. Clinics are free and do not require a reservation to attend. All pre-trip information will be sent via email the week before the trip will be taking place. Pre-trip information will include, what to bring, what to wear, where to meet, food restrictions (if applicable), and paperwork.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, it is preferred that participants will be able to meet the ORC at the trip destination. If participants prefer, they can follow the ORC vehicle, caravan style, to the destination. If necessary, the ORC may be able to transport some participants to the destination but that must be clearly communicated in advance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL THE ORC AT (208)732-6697 OR EMAIL ORC@CSI.EDU